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INTRODUCTION TO THE ENGLISH EDITION
David Kunzle

The Walt Disney World logo  
is a terrestrial globe wearing Mickey Mouse ears,  

enclosed in the letter D

The names of the Presidents change; that of Disney remains. Forty-six years 
after the birth of Mickey Mouse, eight years after the death of his master, 
Disney’s may be the most widely known North American name in the world. He 
is, arguably, the century’s most important figure in bourgeois popular culture. 
He has done more than any single person to disseminate around the world cer-
tain myths upon which that culture has thrived, notably that of an “innocence” 
supposedly universal, beyond place, beyond time—and beyond criticism.

The myth of U.S. political “innocence” is at last being dismantled, and the 
reality which it masks lies in significant areas exposed to public view. But the 
Great American Dream of cultural innocence still holds a global imagination 
in thrall. The first major breach into the Disney of this dream was made by 
Richard Schickel’s The Disney Version: The Life, Times, and Commerce of Walt 
Disney (1968). But even this analysis, penetrating and caustic as it is, in many 
respects remains prey to the illusion that Disney productions, even at their 
worst, are somehow redeemed by the fact that, made in “innocent fun,” they are 
socially harmless.
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Disney is no mean conjuror, and it has taken the eye of a Dorfman and 
Mattelart to expose the magician’s sleight of hand, to reveal the scowl of capital-
ist ideology behind the laughing mask, the iron fist beneath the Mouse’s glove. 
The value of their work lies in the light it throws not so much upon a particular 
group of comics, or even a particular cultural entrepreneur, but on the way in 
which capitalist and imperialist values are supported by its culture. And the very 
simplicity of the comic has enabled the authors to make simply visible a very 
complicated process.

While many cultural critics in the United States bridle at the magician’s 
unctuous patter, and shrink from his bland fakery, they fail to recognize just 
what he is faking, and the extent to which it is not just things, but people he 
manipulates. It is not merely animatronic robots that he molds, but human 
beings as well. Unfortunately, the army of media critics have focused over the 
past decades principally on the “sex-and-violence” films, “horror comics” and 
the peculiar inanities of the TV comedy, as the great bludgeons of the popular 
sensibility. If important sectors of the intelligentsia in the U.S. have been lulled 
into silent complicity with Disney, it can only be because they share his basic 
values and see the broad public as enjoying the same cultural privileges; but 
this complicity becomes positively criminal when their common ideology is 
imposed upon non-capitalist, underdeveloped countries, ignoring the grotesque 
disparity between the Disney dream of wealth and leisure, and the real needs in 
the Third World.

It is no accident that the first thoroughgoing analysis of the Disney ideology 
should come from one of the most economically and culturally dependent col-
onies of the U.S. empire. How to Read Donald Duck was born in the heat of the 
struggle to free Chile from that dependency; and it has since become, with its 
eleven Latin American editions, a most potent instrument for the interpretation 
of bourgeois media in the Third World.

Until 1970, Chile was completely in pawn to U.S. corporate interests; its 
foreign debt was the second highest per capita in the world. And even under 
the Popular Unity government (1970–1973), which initiated the peaceful road 
to socialism, it proved easier to nationalize copper than to free the mass media 
from U.S. influence. The most popular TV channel in Chile imported about 
half its material from the U.S. (including FBI, Mission Impossible, Disneyland, 
etc.), and until June 1972, eighty percent of the films shown in the cinemas 
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(Chile had virtually no native film industry) came from the U.S. The major 
chain of newspapers and magazines, including El Mercurio, was owned by 
Agustin Edwards, a Vice-President of Pepsi Cola, who also controlled many of 
the largest industrial corporations in Chile, while he was a resident in Miami. 
With so much of the mass media serving conservative interests, the government 
of the Popular Unity tried to reach the people through certain alternative media, 
such as the poster, the mural, and a new kind of comic book.1

The ubiquitous magazine and newspaper kiosks of Chile were emblazoned 
with the garish covers of U.S. and U.S.-style comics (including some no longer 
known in the metropolitan country): Superman, The Lone Ranger, Red Ryder, 
Flash Gordon, etc.—and, of course, the various Disney magazines. In few coun-
tries of the world did Disney so completely dominate the so-called “children’s 
comic” market, a term which in Chile (as in much of the Third World) includes 
magazines also read by adults. But under the aegis of the Popular Unity govern-
ment publishing house Quimantú, there developed a forceful resistance to the 
Disney hegemony.

As part of this cultural offensive, How to Read Donald Duck became a best-
seller on publication in late 1971, and subsequently in other Latin American 
editions; and, as a practical alternative there was created, in Cabro Chico (Little 
Kid, upon which Dorfman and Mattelart also collaborated), a delightful chil-
dren’s comic designed to drive a wedge of new values into the U.S.–disnified 
cultural climate of old. Both ventures had to compete in a market where the 
bourgeois media were long entrenched and had established their own strictly 
commercial criteria for the struggle, and both were too successful not to have 
aroused the hostility of the bourgeois press. El Mercurio, the leading reaction-
ary mass daily in Chile, under the headline “Warning to Parents,”2 denounced 
them as part of a government “plot” to seize control of education and the media, 
“brainwash” the young, inject them with “subtle ideological contraband,” and 
“poison” their minds against Disney characters. The article referred repeatedly 
to “mentors both Chilean and foreign” (i.e. the authors of the present work, 
whose names are of German-Jewish and Belgian origin) in an appeal to the 
crudest kind of xenophobia.

The Chilean bourgeois press resorted to the grossest lies, distortions, and 
scare campaigns in order to undermine confidence in the Popular Unity 
government, accusing the government of doing what they aspired to do 
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themselves: censor and silence the voice of their opponents. And seeing that, 
despite their machinations, popular support for the government grew louder 
every day, they called upon the military to intervene by force of arms.
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On September 11, 1973 the Chilean armed forces executed, with U.S. aid, the 
bloodiest counterrevolution in the history of the continent. Tens of thousands 
of workers and government supporters were killed. All art and literature favora-
ble to the Popular Unity was immediately suppressed. Murals were destroyed. 
There were public bonfires of books, posters, and comics.3 Intellectuals of the 
Left were hunted down, jailed, tortured, and killed. Among those persecuted, 
the authors of this book.

The “state of war” declared by the Junta to exist in Chile, has been openly 
declared by the Disney comic too. In a recent issue, the Allende government, 
symbolized by murderous vultures called Marx and Hegel (meaning perhaps, 
Engels), is being driven off by naked force: “Ha! Firearms are the only things 
these lousy birds are afraid of.”

How to Read Donald Duck, is now, of course, banned in Chile. To be found 
in possession of a copy is to risk one’s life. By “cleansing” Chile of every trace 
of Marxist or popular art and literature, the Junta are protecting the cultural 
envoys of their imperial masters. They know what kind of culture best serves 
their interests, that Mickey and Donald will help keep them in power, hold 
socialism at bay, restore “virtue and innocence” to a “corrupted” Chile.

How to Read Donald Duck is an enraged, satirical, and politically impassioned 
book. The authors’ passion also derives from a sense of personal victimization, 
for they themselves, brought up on Disney comics and films, were injected with 
the Disney ideology which they now reject. But this book is much more than 
that: it is not just Latin American water off a duck’s back. The system of dom-
ination which the U.S. culture imposes so disastrously abroad, also has dele-
terious effects at home, not least among those who work for Disney, that is, 
those who produce his ideology. The circumstances in which Disney products are 
made ensure that his employees reproduce in their lives and work relations the 
same system of exploitation to which they, as well as the consumer, are subject.

  

To locate Disney correctly in the capitalist system would require a detailed 
analysis of the working conditions at Disney Productions and Walt Disney 
World. Such a study (which would, necessarily, break through the wall of secrecy 
behind which Disney operates4), does not yet exist, but we may begin to piece 
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together such information as may be gleaned about the circumstances in which 
the comics are created, and the people who create them; their relationship to 
their work, and to Disney.

Disney does not take the comics seriously. He hardly even admits publicly 
of their existence.5 He is far too concerned with the promotion of films and the 
amusement parks, his two most profitable enterprises. The comics tag along 
as an “ancillary activity” of interest only insofar as a new comic title (currently 
Robin Hood) can be used to help keep the name of a new film in the limelight. 
Royalties from comics constitute a small declining fraction of the revenue from 
Publications, which constitute a small fraction of the revenue from Ancillary 
Activities, which constitute a small fraction of the total corporate revenue. 
While Disney’s share of the market in “educational” and children’s books in 
other formats has increased dramatically, his cut of the total U.S. comics cake 
has surely shrunk.

But in foreign lands the Disney comics trade is still a mouse that roars. Many 
parts of the world, without access to Disney’s films or television shows, know the 
Disney characters from the comics alone. Those too poor to buy a ticket to the 
cinema, can always get hold of a comic, if not by purchase, then by borrowing 
it from a friend. In the U.S. moreover, comic book circulation figures are an 
inadequate index of the cultural influence of comic book characters. Since no 
new comedy cartoon shorts have been made of Mickey Mouse since 1948, and 
of Donald Duck since 1955 (the TV shows carry reruns), it is only in the comic 
that one finds original stories with the classic characters devised over the last two 
decades. It is thus the comic books and strips which sustain old favorites in the 
public consciousness (in the U.S. and abroad) and keep it receptive to the mas-
sive merchandizing operations which exploit the popularity of those characters.

Disney, like the missionary Peace Corpsman or “good-will ambassador” of his 
Public Relations men, has learned the native lingoes—he is fluent in eighteen 
of them at the moment. In Latin America he speaks Spanish and Portuguese; 
and he speaks it from magazines which are slightly different, in other ways, from 
those produced elsewhere and at home. There are, indeed, at least four different 
Spanish language editions of the Disney comic. The differences between them 
do not affect the basic content, and to determine the precise significance of such 
differences would require an excessive amount of research; but the fact of their 
existence points up some structural peculiarities in this little corner of Disney’s 
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empire. For the Disney comic, more than his other media, systematically relies 
on foreign labor in all stages of the production process. The native contributes 
directly to his own colonization.6

Like other multinational corporations, Disney’s has found it profitable to 
decentralize operations, allowing considerable organizational and production 
leeway to its foreign subsidiaries or “franchises,” which are usually locked into the 
giant popular press conglomerates of their respective countries, like Mondadori 
in Italy or International Press Corporation in Britain. The Chilean edition, like 
other foreign editions, draws its material from several outside sources apart from 
the U.S. Clearly, it is in the interests of the metropolis that the various foreign 
subsidiaries should render mutual assistance to each other, exchanging stories 
they have imported or produced themselves. Even when foreign editors do not 
find it convenient to commission stories locally, they can select the type of story, 
and combination of stories (“story mix”) which they consider suited to particu-
lar public taste and particular marketing conditions, in the country or countries 
they are serving. They also edit (for instance, delete scenes considered offensive 
or inappropriate to the national sensibility7), have dialogues more or less accu-
rately translated, more or less freely adapted, and add local color (in the literal 
sense: the pages arrive at the foreign press ready photographed onto black and 
white transparencies (“mats”), requiring the addition of color as well as dialogue 
in the local idiom. Some characters like Rockerduck, a freespending millionaire 
rival of Scrooge; Fethry Duck, a “beatnik” type; and 0.0. Duck, a silly spy; 
are known only, or chiefly, from the foreign editions, and never caught on at 
home. The Italians in particular have proven adept in the creation of indigenous 
characters.

Expressed preferences of foreign editors reveal certain broad differences in 
taste. Brazil and Italy tend towards more physical violence, more blood and 
guts; Chile evidently intends (like Scandinavia, Germany, and Holland), to 
more quiet adventures, aimed (apparently) at a younger age group. Since the 
military are now in control of education and the mass media in Chile, and are 
known to be importing Brazilian techniques of repression, one may expect them 
to also introduce the more violent, Brazilian style of Disney comic.

The tremendous and increasing popularity of Disney abroad is not matched, 
proportionately, in the home market, where sales have been dropping, to 
a degree probably exceeding that of other comic classics, ever since the peak 
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reached in the early ’50s. Competition from television is usually cited as a major 
cause of the slump in the comics market; logistical difficulties of distribution 
are another; and a third factor, affecting Disney in particular, may be sought in 
the whole cultural shift of the last two decades, which has transformed the taste 
of so many of the younger children as well as teenagers in the U.S., and which 
Disney media appear in many respects to have ignored. If the Disney formula 
has been successfully preserved in the films and amusement parks even within 
this changing climate, it is by virtue of an increasingly heavy cloak of techni-
cal gimmickry which has been thrown over the old content. Thus the comics, 
bound today to the same production technology (coloring, printing, etc.) as 
when they started thirty-five years ago, have been unable to keep up with the 
new entertainment tricks.

The factors which sent the comics trade into its commercial decline in the 
U.S. have not weighed to anything like the same extent in the less developed 
nations of the world. The “cultural lag,” an expression of dominance of the 
metropolitan center over its colonized areas, is a familiar phenomenon; even in 
the U.S., Disney comics sell proportionately better in the Midwest and South.

Fueling the foreign market from within the U.S. has in recent years run into 
some difficulties. The less profitable domestic market, which Disney does not 
directly control and which now relies heavily on reprints, might conceivably 
be allowed to wind down altogether. As the domestic market shrinks, Disney 
pushes harder abroad, in the familiar mechanism of imperialist capitalism. As 
the foreign market expands, he is under increasing pressure to keep it depend-
ent upon supply from the U.S. (despite or because of the fact that the colonies 
show, as we have seen, signs of independent productive capacity). But Disney is 
faced with a recruitment problem, as old workhorses of the profession, like Carl 
Barks, retire, and others become disillusioned with the low pay and restrictive 
conditions.

Disney has responded to the need to revitalize domestic production on behalf 
of the foreign market in a characteristic way: by tightening the rein on worker 
and product, to ensure that they adhere rigidly to established criteria. Where 
Disney can exercise direct control, the control must be total.

Prospective freelancers for Disney receive from the Publications Division a 
sheaf of Comic Book Art Specifications, designed in the first instance for the 
Comic Book Overseas Program (Western Publishing, which is not primarily 
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beholden to the foreign market, and which is also trying to attract new talent, 
although perhaps less strenuously, operates by unwritten and less inflexible 
rules). Instead of inviting the invention of new characters and new locales, the 
Comic Book Art Specifications do exactly the opposite: they insist that only the 
established characters be used, and moreover, that there be “no upward mobil-
ity. The subsidiary figures should never become stars in our stories, they are 
just extras.” This severe injunction seems calculated to repress exactly what in 
the past gave a certain growth potential and flexibility to the Duckburg cast, 
whereby a minor character was upgraded into a major one, and might even 
aspire to a comic book of his own. Nor do these established characters have 
any room to maneuver even within the hierarchical structure where they are 
immutably fixed; for they are restricted to “a set pattern of behavior which must 
be complied with.” The authoritarian tone of this instruction to the story writer 
seems expressly designed to crush any kind of creative manipulation on his part. 
He is also discouraged from localizing the action in any way, for Duckburg is 
explicitly stated to be not in the U.S., but “everywhere and nowhere.” All taint 
of specific geographical location must be expunged, as must all taint of dialect 
in the language.

Not only sex, but love is prohibited (the relationship between Mickey and 
Minnie, or Donald and Daisy, is “platonic”—but not a platonic form of love). 
The gun laws outlaw all firearms but “antique cannons and blunder-busses;” 
(other) firearms may, under certain circumstances, be waved as a threat, but 
never used. There are to be no “dirty, realistic business tricks,” no “social dif-
ferences,”8 or “political ideas.” Above all, race and racial stereotyping is abol-
ished: “Natives should never be depicted as negroes, Malayans, or singled out 
as belonging to any particular human race, and under no circumstances should 
they be characterized as dumb, ugly, inferior, or criminal.”

As is evident from the analysis in this book, and as is obvious to anyone at all 
familiar with the comics, none of these rules (with the exception of the sexual 
prohibition) have been observed in the past, in either Duck or Mouse stories. 
Indeed, they have been flouted, time and again. Duckburg is identifiable as 
a typical small Californian or Midwestern town, within easy reach of forest 
and desert (like Hemet, California, where Carl Barks, the creator of the best 
Donald Duck stories lived); the comics are full of Americanisms, in custom and 
language. Detective Mickey carries a revolver when on assignment, and often 
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gets shot at. Uncle Scrooge is often guilty of blatantly dirty business tricks, and 
although defined by the Specifications as “not a bad man,” he constantly behaves 
in the most reprehensible manner (for which he is properly reprehended by the 
younger ducks). The stories are replete with the “social differences” between rich 
and penniless (Scrooge and Donald), between virtuous Ducks and unshaven 
thieves; political ideas frequently come to the fore; and, of course, natives are 
often characterized as dumb, ugly, inferior, and criminal.

The Specifications seem to represent a fantasy on the studios’ part, a fantasy 
of control, of a purity which was never really present. The public is supposed 
to think of the comics, as of Disney in general, in this way; yet the past suc-
cess of the comics with the public, and their unique character vis-a-vis other 
comics, has indubitably depended on the prominence given to certain capitalist 
socio-political realities, like financial greed, dirty business tricks, and the deni-
gration of foreign peoples.

Since a large proportion of the comic stories were always largely produced 
and published outside the Studios, their content has never, in fact, been under 
as tight control as the other Disney media. They have clearly benefitted from 
this. It could be argued that some of the best “non-Disney Disney” stories, 
those by the creator of Uncle Scrooge, Carl Barks, reveal more than a simplistic, 
wholly reactionary Disney ideology. There are elements of satire in Barks’ work 
which one seeks in vain in any other corner of the world of Disney, just as Barks 
has elements of social realism which one seeks in vain in any other corner of the 
world of comics. One of the most intelligent students of Barks, Dave Wagner, 
goes so far as to say that “Barks is the only exception to the uniform reactionary 
tendencies of the (postwar) Disney empire.”9 But the relationship of Barks to 
the Disney comics as a whole is a problematical one; if he is responsible for the 
best of the Duck stories, he is not responsible for all of them, any more than he 
is responsible for the non-Duck stories; and even those of his stories selected for 
the foreign editions are sometimes subjected to subtle but significant changes of 
content. It could be proven that Disney’s bite is worse than his Barks. The hand-
ful of U.S. critics who have addressed themselves to the Disney comics have sin-
gled out the work of Barks as the superior artist. But the picture which emerges 
from the U.S. perspective (whether that of a liberal, such as Mike Barrier, or a 
Marxist, such as Wagner) is that Barks, while in the main clearly conservative in 
his political philosophy, also reveals himself at times as a liberal, and represents 
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with clarity and considerable wit, the contradictions and perhaps, even some 
of the anguish, from which U.S. society is suffering. Barks is thus elevated to 
the ranks of elite bourgeois writing and art, and it is at this level, rather than 
that of the mass media hack, that criticism in the U.S. addresses itself. At his 
best, Barks represents a self-conscious guilty bourgeois ideology, from which the 
mask of innocence occasionally drops (this is especially true of his later works, 
when he deals increasingly with certain social realities, such as foreign wars, and 
pollution, etc.).

This outline analysis of the problem of the Disney comic and its relation-
ship to a comparatively sophisticated U.S. audience, demands treatment in 
depth which I hope to undertake elsewhere. It is strictly irrelevant to the posi-
tion of Dorfman and Mattelart, and to the Third World struggle for cultural 
independence.

  

Dorfman and Mattelart’s book studies the Disney productions and their 
effects on the world. It cannot be a coincidence that much of what they observe 
in the relationships between the Disney characters can also be found, and 
maybe, even explained, in the organization of work within the Disney industry.

The system at Disney Productions seems to be designed to prevent the artist 
from feeling any pride, or gaining any recognition, other than corporate, for his 
work. Once the contract is signed, the artist’s idea becomes Disney’s idea. He 
is its owner, therefore its creator, for all purposes. It says so, in black and white, 
in the contract: “all art work prepared for our comics magazines is considered 
work done for hire, and we are the creators thereof for all purposes” (stress added). 
There could hardly be a clearer statement of the manner in which the capitalist 
engrosses the labor of his workers. In return for a small fee or wage, he takes 
from them both the profit and the glory.

Walt Disney, the man who never by his own admission learned to draw, and 
never even tried to put pencil to paper after around 1926, who could not even 
sign his name as it appeared on his products, acquired the reputation of being 
(in the words of a justly famous and otherwise most perceptive political cartoon-
ist) “the most significant figure in graphic art since Leonardo.”10 The man who 
ruthlessly pillaged and distorted the children’s literature of the world, is hailed 
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(in the citation for the President’s Medal of Freedom, awarded to Disney in 
1964) as the “creator of an American folklore.” Throughout his career, Disney 
systematically suppressed or diminished the credit due to his artists and writers. 
Even when obliged by Union regulations to list them in the titles, Disney made 
sure his was the only name to receive real prominence. When a top animator 
was individually awarded an Oscar for a short, it was Disney who stepped for-
ward to receive it.

While the world applauds Disney, it is left in ignorance of those whose work 
is the cornerstone of his empire: of the immensely industrious, prolific, and 
inventive Ub Iwerks, whose technical and artistic innovations run from the mul-
ti-plane camera to the character of Mickey himself; of Ward Kimball, whose 
genius was admitted by Disney himself and who somehow survive Disney’s 
stated policy of ridding the studios of “anyone showing signs of genius.”11 And of 
course, Carl Barks, creator of Uncle Scrooge and many other favorite “Disney” 
characters, of over 300 of the best “Disney” comics stories, of 7,000 pages of 
“Disney” artwork paid at an average $11.50 per page, not one signed with his 
name, and selling at their peak from 3–5 million copies; while his employers, 
trying carefully to keep him ignorant of the true extent of this astonishing com-
mercial success, preserved him from individual fame and from his numerous 
fans who enquired in vain after his name.

Disney thought of himself as a “pollinator” of people. He was indisputably a 
fine story editor. He knew how to coordinate labor; above all, he knew how to 
market ideas. In capitalist economics, both labor and ideas become his property. 
From the humble inker to the full-fledged animator, from the poor student 
working as a Disneyland trash-picker to the highly skilled “animatronics” tech-
nician, all surrender their labor to the great impresario.

Like the natives and the nephews in the comics, Disney workers must sur-
render to the millionaire Uncle Scrooge McDisney their treasures—the sur-
plus value of their physical and mental resources. To judge from the anecdotes 
abounding from the last years of his life, which testify to a pathological parsi-
mony, Uncle Walt was identifying in small as well as big ways less and less with 
the unmaterialistic Mickey (always used as the personal and corporate symbol), 
and more and more with Barks’ miser, McDuck.

Literature, too, has been obliged to pour its treasures into the great Disney 
moneybin. Disney was, as Gilbert Seldes put it many years ago, the “rapacious 


